The generation of point defects in highly oriented pyrolytic boron nitride (HOPBN) after Ar þ ion bombardment in ultrahigh vacuum and subsequent exposure to air was studied by angle-resolved x-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES). The pristine HOPBN showed well-oriented boron nitride (BN) basal planes parallel to the surface, with a negligible amount of defects. Amorphization of the BN structure took place after Ar þ sputtering, as indicated by the broadening of the XANES spectra and significant decrease of the characteristic p* states. Following air exposure, the XANES analysis revealed a spontaneous reorganization of the sample structure. The appearance of four new B1s p* excitonic peaks indicates an oxygen decoration process of the nitrogen vacancies created by ion bombardment. A core-level shift model is presented to support this statement. This model is successfully extended to the case of oxygen substitutional defects in hexagonal BC 3 and BC x N (0 < x < 4) materials, which can be applied to any B-based sp 2 -bonded honeycomb structure.
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Hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) is a thermally and chemically highly stable wide-band-gap ($4-7 eV)
1 material, whose optical 1-8 and thermoelectrical [9] [10] [11] [12] properties strongly depend upon the occurrence and nature of point defects within its sp 2 -bonded honeycomb structure. Many of the technological uses of h-BN are therefore subject to the identification and quantification of the type and concentration of such defects, which ultimately determine the electronic structure of the material.
Bulk single crystals of h-BN are usually synthesized by high-pressure/high-temperature (HP/HT) methods 1 or, since recently, at atmospheric pressures. 3, 13 Highly oriented polycrystalline h-BN bulk samples are also obtained by compressionannealed pyrolysis.
14 Furthermore, CVD [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] and PVD 10, 15, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] techniques have been extensively employed to grow h-BN thin films with different degrees of structural disorder. With the advent of nanotechnology, a number of BN nanostructures such as nanotubes, nanoribbons or fullerenes have been successfully produced by chemical or physical methods. 27 Typically, a reduced number of defects and impurities are present in h-BN bulk crystals. In contrast, h-BN thin films and BN nanomaterials are commonly synthesized outside the thermodynamic equilibrium through processes involving energetic particles (e.g., ions or electrons), what leads to more defective structures. For example, plasmas or directional bombardment of N 2 þ and/or Ar þ ions are often used for h-BN thin film deposition 10, 15, 17, 18, 20, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] and BN nanotube formation. 27, 28 Also, nanoribbons 29, 30 and fullerenes 28, 31 of BN have been produced with the help of electron beam irradiation. Point defects are thus readily formed as result of the regular synthesis processes in an uncontrolled way, but they can be intentionally generated to modify the characteristics of BN, for instance by irradiation. 25, 26 In this sense, the production of well-controlled defect arrangements is of great importance for the fabrication of BN structures with defined properties.
Regarding the optical properties, the observation of UV lasing characteristics in an h-BN single crystal 1 triggered significant research on this material as a possible candidate for light-emitting devices. Since then, several photo-and cathodoluminescence studies [3] [4] [5] 7, 8, [32] [33] [34] have been published in an effort to understand the electronic and optical properties of h-BN. According to these reports, exciton formation, impurities and defects are responsible for h-BN luminescence, due to the formation of acceptor and donor levels in the bandgap. In general, the UV emission spectrum of h-BN exhibits two bands (around $4 eV and $5.5 eV), more or less structured depending on the crystallinity. The former is commonly assigned to vacancies, and C and/or O impurities; the latter comprises free exciton and exciton-bound-to-defects emission. However, up until now, the origin of these emission bands is still a matter of controversy. Thus, the investigation of point defects and the excitonic structure of h-BN plays a crucial role in the development of future optoelectronic applications.
With respect to electrical properties, h-BN is an interesting candidate for high-temperature electronic devices. However, the dielectric behavior of h-BN with temperature has not been sufficiently studied. Recently, some work have investigated the effect of point defects on the high-temperature conductivity and dielectric loss of h-BN. [9] [10] [11] [12] For bulk h-BN, the increase in the conductivity and subsequent dielectric loss with temperature was linked to thermal excitation of B vacancies and oxygen ionic substitutional and midplane defects. 9, 12 Besides, a larger amount of defects was related to a higher conductivity in turbostratic BN thin films, 10 and to a larger activation energy in Zn-doped h-BN compared to c-BN thin films.
According to the above exposed, it is clear that the analysis of point defects (i.e., B and N vacancies and interstitials, as well as impurities) is a cornerstone in the comprehension and control of the properties of sp 2 -bonded BN materials. In this direction, a number of theoretical and experimental works have been devoted to the study of point defect formation in h-BN and related nanostructures. In 1974, Katzir et al. 35 were the first to carry out a thorough study of point defects in h-BN by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), pointing out the role of impurities and vacancies in the thermoluminescent properties and the formation of F-centers by electron irradiation. In 1997, Jiménez et al. 26 identified the formation of point defects in boron nitride by x-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES). In that paper, the authors explored the use of XANES for the identification and quantification of point defects, and shown the presence of different N-void defects and N interstitials formed during the growing process of h-BN thin films, or due to ion implantation. Among the experimental evidence, they reported that, additionally to the characteristic B(1s! p*) excitonic transition of h-BN at $192.0 eV from a B-N 3 trigonal bonding environment, three new excitonic p* peaks were observed in the B1s x-ray absorption edge at $192.6 eV, $193.2 eV and $194.0 eV. Those peaks, labeled in that work as X, Y and Z, were assigned to B surrounded by 1, 2 and 3 N-void defects, respectively. Notice that the term "nitrogen vacancy" was intentionally shunned because these N vacant sites might be occupied by substitutional impurities like C or O. In fact, these or other impurity defects are likely to happen at the surface of defective h-BN structures. In that case, the three localized excitonic levels at higher energy (X-Z peaks) would arise from the chemical shift of the core levels sensed by XANES.
In connection to this, many other groups have reported the presence of these N-defect related p* excitonic transitions in the B1s XANES spectrum of sp 2 -hybridized BN compounds and nanostructures. However, no consensus has been achieved yet with regard to the interpretation given to these p* peaks. On the basis of theoretical calculations, Pavlychev et al. 36 claimed that these extra p* resonance features, in the B1s photoabsorption spectrum of h-BN powder crystals, were due to displacements of the core-excited B atoms out of the basal plane. Broad p* excitonic states were also observed in the same energy region as X-Z by Shimoyama et al. in epitaxial boron nitride films on Ni(111), and attributed in this case to the interaction with the Ni substrate. 37, 38 Recently, a wider p* excitonic distribution (189-195 eV) with resolved X-Z peaks was detected after lowenergy Ar þ or N 2 þ ion-bombardment of h-BN crystalline powder attached to a carbon tape. [39] [40] [41] The X-Z peaks were assigned to a gradual increment of N-vacancies around the B atoms. 25, 26 A similar explanation was given in a XANES study of BN nanotubes, while the intense Z peak was suggested to originate from unreacted boron oxide used in the preparation procedure. 42 In another XANES analysis of BN bamboo-like nanotubes and nanothorns, 43 these X-Z p* transitions were assigned to the same N-void defects, but occupied by B in antisite positions. Furthermore, Preobajenski et al. 44 argued that peaks X and Y were linked to Co-h-BN bonds in a Co intercalated h-BN nanomesh, while peak Z was attributed to B-O bonds. Finally, similar p* excitonic peaks are detected in the B1s XANES spectrum of hexagonal-like boron carbide (h-BC 3 ) 45 and boron carbonitride (h-BC x N) materials. 46, 47 Altogether, it is clear that a great deal of information is contained in the excitonic peaks within the B1s XANES spectrum of h-BN, but their origin still remains a matter of debate.
Interestingly, to our knowledge, no analogous B vacancy-related defects have been observed so far in BN by XANES, what indicates a preferential formation of N-void defects instead of B ones. Supporting this observation, theoretical calculations predict a higher formation energy for B monovacancies compared to N. 48, 49 In contrast, high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) studies have reported recently the formation of point defects in h-BN single-layers, thinned down with a high-energy electron beam. 29, 30, 50, 51 Strikingly, it seems that B vacancies are preferentially formed to N vacancies. It is obvious that, at present, the nature and formation of point defects in h-BN structures is an open unresolved subject on which rely many of its promising properties.
In this paper, we bring new light to the identification of point defects in h-BN, h-BC 3 and h-BC x N (0 < x < 4) compounds using XANES as characterization technique. We have exploited its chemical selectivity, as well as the sensitivity to sample orientation and hybridization, to study a highly oriented pyrolytic h-BN (HOPBN) sample with a well-defined orientation of the basal planes and negligible concentration of native defects. We present the angular resolved XANES analysis of HOPBN in three stages: (i) pristine sample, (ii) after low-energy ion-bombardment with Ar þ in ultrahigh vacuum, and (iii) after subsequent exposure to air. Our results demonstrate that the B1s excitonic peaks observed in many of the reported XANES spectra of sp 2 -bonded BN materials can be unequivocally described by oxygen decorated N vacancies. A core-level shift model based on the different electronegativities of the ligands confirms this interpretation. This model is extended here to h-BC 3 and h-BC x N (0 < x < 4) compounds in a consistent way, allowing us to identify the bonding environments related to the p* resonant peaks in the B1s absorption edge.
II. EXPERIMENT
The analyzed HOPBN, with dimensions about 5 Â 5 mm 2 , consists of an assembly of microcrystals with parallel c axes (measured mosaic spread is less than 1 ), but randomly oriented in the basal plane. 52 The BN stoichiometry of the sample was assessed by XANES and x-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy (XEDS), 53 and compared with crystalline h-BN powders of high purity (< 99,9%) as reference.
The full round of XANES measurements on HOPBN were performed sequentially at the bending magnet SA72 beamline of the LURE synchrotron source, in Orsay (France), using the SACEMOR endstation. The spectra were recorded at normal incidence (0 ), intermediate (55 ) and grazing incidence (75 ) of the x-ray beam with respect to the sample surface normal. The x-ray absorption was recorded in the total electron yield mode by measuring the current drained to ground from the HOPBN sample. The latter was normalized by the signal from a gold-coated metal grid located upstream in the x-ray beam path. Complementary measurements on HOPBN and BCN were performed at the PM4 beamline of the BESSY II synchrotron facility in Berlin (Germany), using the SURICAT endstation.
The XANES spectra of HOPBN were acquired in three different stages. First, the HOPBN was introduced in the preparation chamber and outgassed at 500 C in order to eliminate oxygen contamination from the surface. The absence of oxygen was verified by looking at the O1s x-ray absorption. The measured B1s and N1s XANES spectra were taken as references of the hereafter called clean HOPBN sample. Second, the HOPBN surface was bombarded for 5 mins with 3 keV Ar þ ions using a current of 20 lA, and the XANES spectra were recorded again. Third, the HOPBN sample was taken outside the vacuum chamber and exposed to air for 5 mins. Then, it was introduced back in the analysis chamber to collect the last set of XANES spectra.
It should be mentioned that due to the highly insulating characteristics of the HOPBN sample, charge accumulation effects played an important role in the acquisition of the XANES.
B1s and N1s spectra. Once the measurement conditions were set, we let the x-ray beam irradiate the HOPBN until the photocurrent was stable before starting the XANES scan. In this way, the sample remains charged at a constant voltage during the acquisition. Otherwise, the characteristic photoinduced charge-discharge curves were observed when moving from the N1s to the B1s edge, burying the XANES spectra. Even in the best conditions, the spectra were often noisy, a fact that was intrinsic to the sample and could not be improved with the analysis setup.
For the study of the B1s XANES spectra of hexagonal BC x N compounds we synthesized 5 thin film samples grown on Si(100) by ion beam assisted deposition (IBAD) as described elsewhere. 54 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. The HOPBN experiment -spontaneous reordering of an ion bombarded hexagonal structure Figure 1 shows the B1s and N1s XANES spectra of clean HOPBN, Ar þ sputtered HOPBN and Ar þ sputtered HOPBN exposed to air, normalized to the same height. The measurements were performed at three different angles in order to monitor the sample anisotropies. XANES spectra from two reference samples are also included for comparison purposes: a polycrystalline h-BN powder (bottom panels) and an h-BN thin film grown at 500 C by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) of BN, with simultaneous N 2 þ ion assistance at 500 eV (top panels). The former contains all the essential XANES features of a crystalline stoichiometric h-BN sample and the latter represents the usual spectra of a defective h-BN due to ion bombardment.
All the XANES spectra of h-BN materials consist mainly of two regions corresponding to electron transitions from the 1s core level to p* and r* unoccupied states. For the B1s absorption edge of polycrystalline h-BN (left bottom panel of Fig. 1) , the onset of the p* states region is at $191.0 eV, and it is dominated by the B(1s! p*) transition at 192.0 eV, labeled as W. As mentioned in the introduction, this peak is the specific fingerprint of sp 2 -hybridized B atoms in the hexagonal h-BN network, i.e., a trigonal B-N 3 bonding environment. Concerning the B1s r* states, the absorption edge is located at 197.2 eV and two r* peaks -S 1 (198.2 eV) and S 2 (199.5 eV) -of different intensity are commonly observed in h-BN. Second order signals from the N1s absorption edge are also frequently detected in the B1s XANES spectrum unless higher x-ray diffraction orders are filtered off from the beam. The N1s p* region of polycrystalline h-BN (right bottom panel of Fig. 1 ) begins at $399.8 eV and displays an excitonic peak with the maximum centered at 401.3 eV, indicated as M. Moreover, depending on the degree of crystallinity, two peaks S 3 (406 eV) and S 4 (408.3 eV) are present in the N1s r* region, which starts at $405 eV.
The XANES spectra of the clean HOPBN measured at the intermediate angle (55 ) are qualitatively similar to the polycrystalline h-BN sample. However, in this case the B1s spectrum exhibits high N1s second order intensity. Besides, the N1s excitonic peak M is significantly narrower in HOPBN than in the polycrystalline h-BN reference, being shifted $0.3 eV to higher energies (401.6 eV).
Both the very narrow 1s! p* transitions and the large p* to r* intensity ratio in the B1s and N1s XANES spectra of HOPBN are indicative of a highly ordered structure. In fact, the angular dependence of the near-edge x-ray absorption of the clean HOPBN clearly confirms a perfect stacking of the basal planes parallel to the surface. Notice that at 0 incidence of the x-ray beam the electric field E is perpendicular to the p z orbitals and hence no transition to final p* states is allowed. Accordingly, no p* peaks are observed at this angle neither in the B1s nor the N1s XANES spectrum of the clean HOPBN. Transitions to B1s r* states are detected, but their intensity is very weak compared to the second order N signal to which the spectrum was normalized. Rotating the sample from 0 to 75 increases the p* intensity, since we approach the geometry at which E is parallel to p z and the transition probability is maximum.
Additionally, it is worth mentioning that no X-Z peaks associated to N defects are detected in the B1s spectra of clean HOPBN. Also, a negligible amount of surface O was present in the clean HOPBN, as shown in Fig. 2 , where the O1s XANES spectrum recorded at grazing incidence is depicted. The O1s XANES spectrum of clean HOPBN is magnified by a factor 25 to be able to see any structure of the very weak oxygen signal. We observe two peaks at 532.6 eV and 542.8 eV, labeled as A and C, which are tentatively assigned to transitions from the O1s core-level to p* and r* states of adsorbed molecular oxygen, 55 respectively.
After sputtering the sample with Ar þ (See Fig. 1 ), some interesting changes occur in the HOPBN structure. The intensity of the B1s p* peak decreases and consist now of a broad distribution in the 188.5-194.5 eV energy range, with a maximum centered at the W peak position. Besides, the B1s r* edge is now hardly detected. These changes are due to the amorphization effect linked to the ion bombardment of the HOPBN surface. The spreading and reduction of B1s p* states is in principle connected with the creation of N vacancies in the hexagonal BN network due to ion-atom collisions, which breaks the p bonding continuity of the material and gives rise to new B bonding environments. Furthermore, the amorphization of the sample considerably lowers its conductivity, and larger charge effects where noticeable during the measurements. For this reason, the overall intensity and the signal to noise ratio of the spectra has significantly decreased.
Notably, since the X-Z peaks are not present in the B1s XANES spectrum of HOPBN after bombardment in ultrahigh vacuum, they cannot be assigned to N vacancies. Surprisingly, regardless of the amorphization effect, the B1s XANES angular dependence is still consistent with the parallel stacking of basal planes in HOPBN after Ar þ sputtering. Indeed, no B1s p* states are detected at normal incidence, and peak W is maximum at 75 . However, the XANES angle dependence is lost for the N1s signal. This suggests that N atoms are displaced from the h-BN positions, while B atoms retain the original HOPBN hexagonal order.
Concerning the N1s XANES spectra, a considerable broadening of the p* density of states is also observed after Ar þ bombardment, and the onset of the p* absorption edge moves down to 397.5 eV. Additionally, peak M shifts from 401.3 eV to 401.0 eV as we increase the angle between the sample normal and the x-ray beam. Furthermore, new p* states are detected at the left of peak M, which are similar to peak L in the reference sample grown by PLD (N1s top panel). Jiménez et al., 26 and recent studies by Petravic and coworkers, [39] [40] [41] have claimed that this peak is due to localized states associated to interstitial nitrogen. As mentioned before, the intense N1s p* peak observed at 0 indicates the existence of randomly oriented N-B 3 environments. Finally, the amorphization effect of bombardment is assessed by the coalescence of the S 3 and S 4 peaks, which is a typical effect in non-crystalline h-BN thin films.
In the last step of our experiment, the analysis of the XANES spectra acquired after exposure of the sputtered HOPBN surface to air yields some clear indications. When compared with the B1s XANES spectrum of the defective thin film reference on the top panel, the B1s p* excitonic states of HOPBN show the formation of X-Z peaks under air exposure. Peak V, which has been previously reported in some cases of N 2 þ bombarded h-BN, 26 is also detected. Since these peaks only showed up after exposure of HOPBN to air, this suggests that both V and X-Z peaks originate from substitutional O or OH species in N-vacancy-related defects, and not from empty N vacancies or highly coordinated B atoms, like it has been previously suggested in literature. In agreement with this, Fig. 2 shows an intense O1s XANES signal after exposure to air of the sputtered HOPBN surface. Apart from the previously discussed A and C features, a new peak B is observed at 536.1 eV ascribed to B-O p* states (see B 2 O 3 spectrum from Ref. 56 ). This confirms that oxygen is incorporated to the HOPBN surface through coordination to B atoms.
Additionally, the original XANES angular dependence of the clean HOPBN, with its hexagonal planes parallel to the surface, is almost completely recovered (except for a small signal intensity detected in the p* states region of B1s and N1s at 0 incidence). Apparently, oxygen serves in the restoration of the hexagonal BN structure, suggesting that nitrogen vacancies considerably retained the hexagonal order. In this respect, theoretical calculations yielded a very small distortion of the structure around a N vacancy after relaxation of the three B atoms around it in h-BN. 48 As we shall discuss later in more detail, only the intensity variation of peaks V and W is consistent with a perfect stacking of the basal planes parallel to the surface, while peaks X-Z slightly deviate from this geometry. In any case, a large spontaneous reorganization of the HOPBN structure is clearly observed by XANES owing to interaction with reactive oxygen in the air, either molecular or in the form of water vapor.
More significantly, the N1s XANES spectral shape and angular dependence of the original clean HOPBN is nearly fully restored after air exposure of the ion damaged HOPBN surface. Besides, there is a large intensity decrease of the N1s signal in second order consistent with the loss of nitrogen. No spectral evidence of either N-O binding or other oxygenrelated peaks is found in the N1s XANES spectra as a result of air exposure. Moreover, there is a shift of the N1s p* absorption edge to higher energies and an almost complete disappearance of the L states assigned to interstitial nitrogen. This suggests a process of N-vacancy/N-interstitial recombination to a regular atomic site in the hexagonal BN lattice, what would also explain the intensity increase of peak W.
B. A core-level shift model for the B(1sfi p*) excitonic transitions in defective hexagonal BN
In the previous section, we demonstrated that four new excitonic transitions (labeled V and X-Z) appear around peak W in the B1s x-ray absorption edge of HOPBN after a procedure of Ar þ ion bombardment followed by air exposure.
Among them, we will first deal with peaks X-Z, since they are most commonly observed in the XANES spectra of h-BN materials.
As already mentioned, peak W is the characteristic XANES feature of h-BN from sp 2 -hybridized B bonded to 3 N atoms. The other peaks X-Z are due to the loss of 1, 2 or 3 N ligands, respectively. However, the results of last section have proved that interaction with air is essential to observe these peaks in the XANES spectra, suggesting an oxygen decoration mechanism of the N vacancies accompanied by a N vacancy-interstitial recombination that reconstruct the hexagonal structure damaged by ion bombardment.
The question now is whether or not a chemical shift due to O substitution of the N vacancies can account for the energy positions of peaks X-Z with respect to W. A first hint is found in the last 1s!p* transition or peak Z. In the opening work of Jiménez et al., 25, 26 peak Z was ascribed to elemental B-B bonds on the basis of a similar peak detected at the same energy in the B1s XANES spectra of elemental B and B 4 C. However, this peak is now known to be caused by surface oxygen contamination and it disappears, for instance, in oxygen free B 4 C after proper annealing. 57 In fact, the energy of peak Z coincides with the characteristic exciton of Therefore, assuming that peak X (192.6 eV) arises from one substitutional O defect in h-BN we can state that:
where B hex refers to the binding energy of elemental B in a hypothetical hexagonal structure, while DN and DO correspond to the energy shift per N and O atomic ligand. Notice, that it is not possible to establish the binding energy of 1s core-level electrons by XANES. However, chemical shifts of the B1s core level due to substitutional O will reflect similar energy displacements of the corresponding 1s!p* transitions with respect to peak W in the XANES spectra. Indeed, from Eqs. (1) and (2) we get: DO-DN ¼ 0.6 eV, whatever the binding energy of B1s.
Core-level shifts are due to the charge transfer associated to each atomic ligand, which is itself related to the difference in electronegativity of the corresponding atoms. Thus, we can consider, to a first approximation, that the energy shift per ligand is proportional to the difference in Pauling electronegativity (Dv) of the atoms involved, divided by the total number of bonds (N b ) formed: The experimental position of peak Z (194.0 eV) is displaced $0.2 eV from the energy given by the above calculation for B-O 3 coordination (193.8 eV). This is due to the fact that the complete O substitution of N vacancies to give a B-O 3 bonding environment constitutes itself the formation of a new material, B 2 O 3 , whose bonding geometry is not hexagonal. This also explains the different behavior of peak Z reported by Jiménez et al. 26 with respect to the other peaks in the B1s excitonic structure.
At this point, the origin of peak V can also be explored. Until now, we have only considered those B bonding environments that arise from the complete occupancy of N vacancies by O species. Here, we tentatively assign peak V to lower coordinated B sites with one or more N vacant sites from either a lack of or an incomplete oxygen substitution. In this sense, theoretical calculations 48 In Fig. 3 , we are shown the B1s XANES spectra of HOPBN after ion bombardment and air exposure for the different incident angles of the x-ray beam. In order to extract information about the orientation of O substitutional defects, the deconvolution of the B1s p* states into peaks V-Z has been carried out. The intensity of peaks V-Z for each orientation is depicted in Fig. 4 . Peaks V, W, X and Y exhibit a monotonic increase of the intensity with a maximum at grazing incidence, meaning that the associated bonding environments preserve the original HOPBN orientation parallel to the surface. This supports the incorporation of O as planar sp 2 -bonded tricoordinated O þ , as it was recently reported in a HRTEM study. 50 In contrast, the approximately constant intensity of peak Z indicates a random orientation of the B-O 3 environment. The detection of a minor intensity for all peaks at normal incidence indicates that a fraction of these bonding environments are not aligned parallel to the substrate as consequence of the ion bombardment amorphization process. Moreover, the angle independence of peak Z intensity suggests that this bonding environment is not part of the HOPBN planar structure and is only present in this remaining amorphous portion of the material. Notice that this peak Z arises from boron oxide, and as mentioned before in the text, this actually corresponds to the formation of a new material, whose crystal structure is not hexagonal.
From the relative intensity of p* peaks in the angle-independent XANES spectrum measured at 55 a total oxygen substitution of [O]$30% is obtained, where 
D. Oxygen defects in hexagonal BC and BCN compounds
Following the same argument as for h-BN, we can explain the origin of the four B1s p* excitonic peaks previously reported in our XANES study of a hexagonal BC 3 compound grown by B and C co-evaporation. 45 Those peaks, labeled as B 0 , B 1 , B 3 and B 4 , were detected at 189.7 eV, 191.0 eV, 192.4 eV and 194.0 eV, and attributed to 0, 1, 2 or 3 carbon vacancies in an sp 2 boron carbide structure, respectively. Again, based on: (1) the identical energy of the fourth peak B 4 and the B 2 O 3 characteristic exciton, and (2) the similar energy of B 0 and the intense peak at 190.1 eV reported in the electron energy-loss spectrum of BC 3 , we state that B 0 , B 1 , B 3 and B 4 arise from a gradually defective B bonding environment, where the C vacancies have been decorated by surface O contamination. Then, based on the core-level shift model presented here, it follows that:
Solving this system of equations we get: DC ¼ 0. Finally, we can extend this analysis to ternary BCN thin film compounds. The four B1s XANES spectra of samples with compositions BC 0.25 N, BCN, BC 2 N and BC 4 N are depicted in Fig. 5 . To understand these spectra, we have included carbon to the core-level shift model of the B1s p* resonant structure of h-BN. In this way, we obtain a first scheme of the possible bonding environments of the B atoms in a hexagonal BCN compound, and the resultant energies of the B(1s!p*) transitions in the XANES spectrum. We have chosen the h-BN results as starting point because this approach is consistent with the idea that a hexagonal BC x N compound is formed by incorporation of C into the hexagonal BN network. Therefore, including the binding energy of a C atom (DC ¼ 0.8 eV) to the values obtained for h-BN we have: B hex ¼ 187.5 eV, DC ¼ 0.8 eV, DN ¼ 1.5 eV, DO ¼ 2.1 eV. According to the core-level shift model, and discarding the formation of B -B bonds, there exist ten possible bonding environments of B, three of which almost coincide in energy (See Table I ). This means that the B1s XANES spectrum of h-BC x N compounds should consist of seven different peaks.
Indeed, Fig. 5 shows that at least seven Gaussian functions are needed for the deconvolution of the B1s p* states of BC x N films. These Gaussian functions, labeled as B 0 -B 6 , are centered at the energies given in Table I . These values are in good agreement with the predictions of the core-level shift model previously mentioned. We observe that the increase of C in the BCN films produces new features below 192.0 eV, which in fact correspond to the C related B bonding environments. Moreover, the broadening of the spectra suggests a reduction of the short-range order and an amorphization of the material due to the incorporation of C atoms. This is supported by an increasing defect concentration in the BCN structure, as confirmed by the increasing intensity of peaks assigned to oxygen decorated defects, mostly at energies above 192.0 eV. Recently, Petravic and coworkers [39] [40] [41] reported B1s XANES spectra of Ar þ and N 2 þ bombarded h-BN powders attached to a conductive C tape, which are very similar to our spectra of BC x N films with a high C content in Fig. 3 . This suggests that the B1s XANES spectra published in Refs. 39-41 represent in fact a h-BN structure with substitutional C and O impurities arising from the unintentional bombardment of the carbon tape.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have investigated by XANES the formation and origin of point defects in a HOPBN sample, with the basal planes parallel to the surface, that was subject to Ar þ bombardment (in ultrahigh vacuum environment) and subsequent air exposure. The results indicate a significant amorphization of HOPBN due to the impinging energetic Ar þ ions, which preferentially sputter N atoms to create N vacant sites and interstitials. After exposure to air, the hexagonal order and orientation of HOPBN is almost fully restored through O substitutional defects incorporated into the generated N vacancies, and through recombination of N interstitials and N vacancies. No apparent features from B vacancies or interstitials were detected in any of the XANES spectra.
Furthermore, strong evidence is given throughout the article that the three extra excitonic peaks [X (192.6 A core-level shift model based on the different electronegativities of the atomic ligands coordinating B has been presented, which successfully accounts for the energy position of XANES peaks V-Z. This method can be applied to any other boron-based hexagonal material. We have actually proved it useful for the case of hexagonal BC 3 and BC x N (0 < x < 4) compounds.
